GENEL GRAMER TESTİ 3
1) Some countries base their law on religious texts,
while in _____traditional customary law or
Socialist legal theory are strong influences
A) others
C) the other
E) the others

B) another
D) other

2) Globalization should not be narrowly confused with
economic globalization, _____is only one aspect.
A) while
D) which

B) once
E) that

C) as

3) The movement of populations in modern times
_______under the form of both voluntary migration
within one's region, country, or beyond, and
involuntary migration.
A) continued
B) have been continued
C) is continued
D) had continued
E) has continued
4)

B) in
E) for

C) about

5) Generation, also known as procreation, is the act of
producing offspring. It can also _____the act of
creating something inanimate such as electrical
generation or cryptographic code generation
A) concern about
C) refer to
E) call for

B) coincide with
D) emerge from

6) In academia, demography is often regarded as a
branch of _____economics or sociology
A) whether
C) either
E) such

A) On the other hand
C) Though
E) On account of the fact that

B) However
D) Since

8) Before Socrates, questions of being, stasis and
change occupied Parmenides and Heraclitus, the
concept of ontology is generally thought
________in early Greece.
A) to originate
B) to have originated
C) to be originated
D) to have been originated
E) originate
9) When the term Dark Ages _______by historians
today, it is intended to be neutral, ____to express
the idea that the events of the period often seem
"dark" to us only because of the paucity of
historical records compared with later times.

Over time, natural selection can result
______adaptations that specialize organisms for
particular ecological niches and may eventually
result in the emergence of new species
A) from
D) through

7) _______the word "philosophy" originates in the
Western tradition, many figures in the history of
other cultures have addressed similar topics in
similar ways.

B) what
D) both

A) was used / also
B) have been used / thus
C) is used / particularly
D) had been used / hardly
E) to be used / scarcely
10) Basic research has as its _____objective the
advancement of knowledge and the theoretical
understanding of the relations among variables.
A) primary
C) the latter
E) similar

B) the former
D) secondary

11) In psychology, habituation is an example of nonassociative learning ______there is a progressive
diminution of behavioral response probability with
repetition of a stimulus.
A) which
C) where
E) at which
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12) Traditional studies of memory _____in the realms
of philosophy, including techniques of artificially
enhancing the memory
A) have begun
C) began
E) would begin
13)

B) begin
D) had begun

Psychology is ___an academic ____applied
discipline involving the scientific study of mental
processes and behavior.
A) both / and
C) neither / nor
E) as / as

B) either / or
D) whether / or

14) Increasingly, people factors are recognized as a
major determinant of organizational performance
and a key competitive differential. Psychologists,
_____, may also advise senior managers on the
management of organizational climate.
A) since
C) therefore
E) nevertheless

15)

B) although
D) in addition

One of the differentiating factors between
Management and Leadership ________the ability
or even necessity to Inspire.
A) is
C) are
E) will be

B) have been
D) has been

16) _______outlawed in nearly all countries today,
slavery is still secretly practiced in many parts of
the world. There are an estimated 27 million
victims of slavery worldwide.
A) Thanks to
C) Inasmuch as
E) Consequently

B) Although
D) Now that

18) ______with the development of mathematical proof
did there gradually arise a perceived difference
between "scientific" disciplines and others.
A) By means of
C) Only
E) Due to

B) Such
D) Despite

19) It has now been explicitly understood that the
earliest type of medicine in most cultures ____the
use of plants and animal parts.
A) have been
B) was
C) has been
D) would have been
E) had been
20) A central concept in science and the scientific
method is _____all evidence must be empirically
based on certain facts
A) what
B) whether
C) how far
D) that
E) even if
21) _________the 20th century, the creation of precise
instruments for public health concerns and
economic and social purposes _______substantial
advances in statistical practices.
A) While / had necessitated
B) During / necessitated
C) As / was necessitating
D) Since / necessitated
E) Upon / had been necessitated

CEVAPLARINIZI KONTROL EDİNİZ

17) The division of labor reflects the different
conditions ______different anthropologists have
worked, and the practical need to focus research
A) under which
C) that
E) about which

B) most of which
D) whose
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CEVAP ANAHTARI

1.

A

2.

D

3.

E

4.

B

5.

C

6.

C

7.

C

8.

B

9.

C

10. A
11. C
12. C
13. A
14. D
15. A
16. B
17. A
18. c
19. B
20. D
21. B
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